Conscious machines: Defining questions

In their Review “What is consciousness, and could machines have it?” (27 October 2017, p. 486), S. Dehaene et al. argue that the science of consciousness indicates that we are not on the verge of creating conscious machines. However, Dehaene et al. ask and answer the wrong questions.

To determine whether machines are conscious, we must ask whether they have subjective experiences: Do machines consciously perceive and sense colors, sounds, and smells? Do they feel emotions? Unfortunately, Dehaene et al. relegate this issue to the final paragraph of their Review, dismissing it as a philosophical question “beyond the scope of the present paper.” Instead, they ask whether machines “mimic” consciousness by exhibiting the global availability of information (the ability to select, access, and report information) and metacognition (the capacity for self-monitoring and confidence estimation). Questions concerning to what extent machines have these capacities are interesting, but neither capacity is necessary or sufficient for subjective experience (1, 2). Furthermore, Dehaene et al.’s emphasis on metacognition and global broadcasting presumes that the prefrontal cortex is the home of consciousness, which remains a matter of debate (3, 4).

Finally, when arguing that machines are not yet conscious, Dehaene et al. highlight the “feedforward”—i.e., sequential—nature of information processing typical of these computing systems. Although current machines may not exhibit propagation of information into the broadcasting network hub or formal Bayesian metacognition, many artificial intelligence systems involve global projection of winning representations and have metacognitive capacity, such as confidence estimates. If these types of processes were strongly indicative of consciousness, we would have to admit that some machines are already conscious.

We agree with Dehaene et al. that to address the question of machine consciousness, we must start with a theory of human consciousness. Given current disagreement on that topic, we are all left to speculate whether machines will ever be conscious. A more pertinent question for the field might be: “What would constitute successful demonstration of artificial consciousness?”
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Conscious machines: Robot rights

In their Review “What is consciousness, and could machines have it?” (27 October 2017, p. 486), S. Dehaene et al. suggest that machine consciousness, which would model human cognitive functions within a physical architecture other than the human brain, has not yet been achieved. Creating consciousness is still a goal for the future, but now is the time to consider the implications of conscious machines.

Conscious robots may merit legal protections.

Developing machine capacities such as artificial intelligence (AI) and robots for human-robot interaction is of extreme technological value, but it raises moral and ethical questions. For example, one of the major sectors in robotics is the development of sexual robots (1). Although some researchers consider this phenomenon a gateway to the future acceptance of human-robot interactions, others see a danger for human society as robots modify the social representation of human behaviors (2, 3).

The robotics field must wrestle with these questions: Is it ethical to create and continue to use robots with consciousness in the way we use robots that were originally designed for our needs? Do robots deserve to be protected? This debate could challenge the limits of human morality and polarize society’s views on whether conscious robots are objects or living entities (4–6).

As we approach an era when conscious robots become part of daily life, it is important to start thinking about the current status of robots today. The purpose of granting legal status to robots is not only to prevent inappropriate human-robot interactions but also to recognize and formalize the role of robots in society, thus normalizing their existence (7).
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Response

Any discussion of machine consciousness should start with empirical evidence, and our Review primarily consists of an empirical look at how nonconscious and conscious processing differ in humans [see also (1, 2)]. In contrast to Carter et al.’s interpretation of our conclusions, we suggest that conscious subjective states are in fact on the verge of becoming implementable in machines and that two computational ingredients (global information sharing and self-monitoring), if jointly and correctly implemented, may provide machines with conscious subjectivity.
Carter et al. claim that “neither capacity is necessary or sufficient for subjective experience,” but that is begging the question. It is possible that the subjective experiences of humans are simply information-bearing representations with the same specific properties we used for those of machines: being globally available and therefore reportable, and entering into dedicated self-monitoring processes capable of evaluation and criticism. Empirical evidence suggests that whenever human subjective experience is impaired, such as in psychosis (3) or blindsight (4), aspects of both of these processing functions are also disrupted. Thus, our working hypothesis is that subjective experience comes down to nothing but a combination of specific forms of processing (including reality monitoring as a crucial component).

It has been suggested that failing to recognize that machines may have subjective states reflects a lack of imagination (5). In fact, many if not all visual illusions, in which subjective perception diverges from objective reality, arise from efficient computing, such as applying a Bayesian prior to noisy inputs (6) or taking efficient shortcuts in otherwise intractable computations (7). Thus, such subjective percepts would arise in any efficient machine.

To move forward, Carter et al. point out that it would be advantageous if we could agree on the criteria that demonstrate consciousness. But it is precisely because we lack such a consensus that we think it is best to start with empirical evidence based on the known features of the human brain. Rapid progress in mapping the human brain mechanisms of consciousness has indeed revealed an important contribution of the prefrontal cortex [e.g., (8–10)].

When machines share enough features with conscious human brain processing, we should be prepared to accept the possibility that they are conscious. Of course, even if a machine shared those features and reported having subjective experiences, Carter et al. could still deny that it experienced anything at all. But such a solipsist position also applies to humans: By such a standard, we likewise cannot prove that other human beings are conscious. This position, and the associated insistence on “qualia” and the “hard problem” of consciousness, are unproductive (11). In the future, denying machines any form of subjectivity, when it is caused by computations similar to those that constitute core ingredients of consciousness in the human brain, may become as contentious as denying it to other human beings or to nonhuman animals with brain architectures similar to ours.

We therefore agree with Spatola and Urbanska that the predictable emergence of conscious machines calls for an immediate consideration of its societal consequences. The potential benefits should not be neglected: A powerful sentient artificial intelligence (AI) may collaborate with humans in addressing major issues such as energy management, ecology, or care in an aging society. The risks, however, are equally real and include job loss, concentration of power in a few hands, a military arms race, and social upheaval as humans and AI increasingly compete for the same societal roles. Mitigating these disorders will require a major international effort, and we can only heed here the conclusion of a recent academic statement on the power and limits of AI (12): “Just like crash tests for transportation, the passing
of ethical and safety tests, evaluating, for instance, social impact or racial prejudice, could become a prerequisite to the release of [artificial intelligence] software.”
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Comment on “Precipitation drives global variation in natural selection”

Isla H. Myers-Smith and Judith H. Myers

Siepielski et al. (Reports, 3 March 2017, p. 959) claim that “precipitation drives global variation in natural selection.” This conclusion is based on a meta-analysis of the relationship between climate variables and natural selection measured in wild populations of invertebrates, plants, and vertebrates. Three aspects of this analysis cause concern: (i) lack of within-year climate variables, (ii) low and variable estimates of covariance relationships across taxa, and (iii) a lack of mechanistic explanations for the patterns observed; association is not causation.
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The Comment by Myers-Smith and Myers focuses on three main points: (i) the lack of a mechanistic explanation for climate-selection relationships; (ii) the appropriateness of the climate data used in our analysis; and (iii) our focus on estimating climate-selection relationships across (rather than within) taxonomic groups. We address these critiques in our response.
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